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Notice: This is a very in-depth and fascinating study of Joel and Revelation by our pastor, 
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audio lectures can be found at www.cliffside.org in the lower part of the Media page, and 
Podcasts are available on iTunes, Cliffside.PodBean.com, iHeart.com, and we’ve started 
uploading on Soundcloud. But hey... if you want to watch us live, we are on Facebook most 
every Sunday at around 4PM Alaska time, 5 Pacific, 6 Mountain, 7 Central, and 8PM Eastern 
time. 
 
Begin Transcription (Edit Begins 11/28/2020 @05:58 CST) 
• OK wow. Little different today. Just before we get started just to talk a little bit about what's 
going on, I mean everything, evaluates as it does with respect to the Nation of Israel cause we 
are in at time. The focus is coming off of the church and going on to Israel. That is how it works 
and that is the truth of life, of the Bible. That is how it's laid out. And Israel has, you know, 
comes into being in 1948, 49 here it is now. So how does this current economic, political 
geopolitical situation affect them? Europe, if you've been watching the news at all has COVID 
levels that are exceeding the United States, COVID does, both in mortality and in cases. France, 
Italy, Belgium, Poland, United Kingdom, Spain,  vary, they're having upwards of 2500 to 3000 
deaths a day now. The equivalency is the continent of Europe in the continent United States. 
Demographically of course is different, but it's geologically is very similar in size of course, and 
there's a great deal of cultural differences, and so we should compare ourselves to Europe. 
Europe is thinking that not only will there be a second phase, that they're going through that 
they expected third phase. If that happens, the economic structure of the world is going to 
collapse. Have what will take its place becomes the obvious question. So pay attention to that. 
We are in turmoil all over the world because of this pandemic and. If it lasts three years instead 
of two years, then all of this stays the same. We now order our groceries and people deliver 
them to us and drop him on the porch, then we wait for them to leave and we go out and grab 
them and bring them in. That is a terrific system in less. You don't like isolation, and it's very 
difficult for human beings and animals to be isolated, so we'll see the these issues. If the 
European levels continue to be like they are South American levels are difficult. Of course, 
United States levels are difficult. Alaska levels are difficult. OK, so keep watching that. 
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• Here we are. November the 22nd I hope, 2020. I'm pretty sure about that. Lecture discussion 
number 121. Am I right about that? I got a thumb, and a nod that's I mean that's the best I can 
do. That's the highest possible affirmation and I am of course someone who did not get 
affirmed enough as a child, so. Validations problem for me, so I appreciate a thumb and a nod 
when I get it. Not sure discussion number 121 on the Book of Joel, Daniel, Revelation, 
Ecclesiastes and now Job. How about that huh? Last Sunday marked the return to my dining 
room. This is used to be the dining room and now it's more or less the television room of the 
television article TV is hidden behind this beautiful platinum model dry erase board that's 
reversible, as you know and holy, but we'll come back here after 22 years. It's amazing for me 
to consider that. And we had four interim locations or facilities. So when I refer to 
metaphorically, when I refer metaphorically to Cliffside as a band of intrepid Wanderers, that is 
a literal component, that's exactly what we had been, and that's probably what we will be 
again. And I must say also that I took the time to watch the video and I don't do that. I rarely do 
that. I might watch a little bit of it, but I never spend anytime listening to me because I find the 
lecturer, the speaker of these things to be discursive. And balding, and he has a corrugated face 
now, and so I refrain from self flagellation as a general rule. But I made an exception and this 
time I wanted to verify my instinctive assessment. From last week. Consider it to a postmortem 
necropsy if you wish, not narcissism in case you were wondering about that. Anyway, my 
suspicions were confirmed, the lighting was not flattering. Not a surprise, all lighting is not 
flattering to me now as are all photographs everyone, no exceptions. I'm in the stampeding 
livestock phase of my life and I'm dealing with it. It's a little despairing. You avoid mirrors, you 
avoid dark glass, you don't get photographs, you know it's you. Don't look at the water that it's 
a deep pool. Everything. When you walk up again against children, they shriek, they shriek and 
they withdraw. It's not much fun, but it is what it is. Or it is how it is. It is what it will be. But 
anyway, all of that, because I just don't like watching. But I did notice that the lighting was not 
very good, so we added some more lights. We happen to have contracting lights here for us to 
do different tasks that we do all the time, so we're trying them today. Hopefully that works. 
And also this this new old environment that I work from last week I couldn't get comfortable. I 
just didn't feel right here. I couldn't see my manuscript. And that in my printing was smaller 
than usual. I don't know why I did that, but for some unknown reason it's it's. Dementia onset, 
I'm sure the elders disease. And I've got these. I'm more so inhibited now than before because I 
have these vitreous detachments in both eyes now. Which are little dark spots that float around 
and I also have the clear Arrowhead things that happened as well and they have the capacity to 
manifest without warning, and they picked Sunday because the logical and their malevolent 
and they’re sneaky, of course. And they picked last Sunday at 4:00 o'clock to rise up and block 
both of my eyes. And then the light that I had was very difficult. I couldn't read anything. Had a 
tough time. So instead of being a one eyed, old bald man, I had two, I couldn’t see outta either 
eye. Usually it’s just left, confined to the left, but now it's in the right. Your mother Dave your 
mother Terry, told me she couldn't wait. She laughed one day, I told her I had vitreous 
detachment in the left eye, she went; ha, ha, ha, ha, you will have vitreous detachment in both 
eyes at all, no, not yes. I have it now, both eyes. And yeah, yeah, yeah, these are my excuses. So 
get used to it. I'm going to have more excuses. That is certain. OK Job, the Book of Job, Satan is 
given permission by God to attack to consider. God says, have you considered my the evidence 
of my servant Job? That's what we have. Here is a trial and it is a rebuttal if you will. Satan has 
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made an accusation against God in front of the angelic host all the time. He could from Ezekiel 
28, Isaiah 14 forward so. Again, the timelines valuable to establish, but at any event they are 
having a conversation. Satan is accusing and God has rebutted it. Have you considered in the 
evidence that is occurring in my servant Job? Job is obviously evidence he’s the reputation of 
the lie of Satan. There is none like Job on the earth, a blameless and upright man who fears God 
and shuns evil. Who holds fast to his integrity in spite of being besieged by Satan without cause. 
What I just gave you with Job 2:3. That's what the Bible says without cause is particularly 
important. Cause it is a condemnation of Satan. Job is declared to be innocent by God. The 
judge, the ancient of days. He announces the vindication of Job, the acquittal, if you will of Job. 
And Job says some amazing things while he is being tested. Let me write that down. Job tested. 
That should light you up. There is prohibitions of with respect to testing, and then there is 
testing that is done by God himself and Job is being tested by Satan. So we have tested, Job 
tested and we have Satan as a component. So I would ask you immediately where would you 
go. Where would you go in the Bible to find the New Testament compliment? Well, obviously 
you have Christ being tested, by Satan, so you would start there Matthew 4, Luke 4, Mark 1. So 
there is your Job 2, Job 1, Job 2, Matthew 4, Luke 4, connection. And again, Job says some 
amazing things while Satan is testing him and we should review what is excuse me. What is 
Satan testing him for? What is the purpose of the test? Well, Satan reveals it, I hope you 
remember it, so we should review as much of this as we can. But again, how interesting the Job 
is being tested by Satan, Jesus Christ himself tested by Satan and of course Jesus Christ is God in 
the flesh, and that is something that Satan did not know at Matthew 4 and Luke 4 at the 
beginning. He did not know who he was up against. He thought this was an endowed man, 
much like Adam, perhaps. Maybe Moses. But certainly he did not know the solution is the God 
man. Though Satan was unable, he didn't know it at the time. But he was eight and he was 
unable to withstand the command from Jesus to depart away with you, Satan. Now when that 
happened. Nobody does that to Satan, there is nobody more powerful than him, so he began to 
be suspicious and I at that point, I think Satan likely began to unravel the 1st Timothy 3:16, 
which is the mystery of godliness. At that point, he realized this is God. He recognized him at 
that point, I believe. I suspect that God has said before, to Satan, away with you Satan, away 
with you Satan. This is not the first time that Satan confronted that language. I imagine he 
recognized it. That's of course my view. Other people disagreed with me. I know it’s 
inexplicable and if the Job test attaches to the Christ test. So let me for this way. Lay it out in a 
formulated matter. If the Job test, takes us to the Christ test, then I've got some questions that 
pop up immediately, don't I? If Job attaches to Christ, Christ is who? How does he describe 
himself? 1st Corinthians 15, as the last Adam or the 2nd Adam if Christ is the last Adam and Job 
test attaches to the Christ test, then Job has to attach to the Adam test. So you now need to 
discover what you consider to be the Adam test. As all three of them would line up? We would 
expect that to be true the Job test is similar to the Adam test because of the hedge because of 
belief because of integrity the Christ test is completely different because at the time Satan 
might have thought it was a hedge test or a belief test or an integrity test, as would be Job and 
Adam, but Christ said, “away with you Satan”, that changes it. Now Christ is not being tested for 
belief because he has to believe in himself, which naturally he would do. He's not tested for 
integrity because he's impeccable. He has no sin him and cannot have sin. So it isn't an integrity 
belief and he doesn't need a hedge he’s Omnipotent, so he differentiates himself from the two 
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tests of Adam and Job, but they will all line up if I hope that makes sense. He’s the last Adam, 
the association to the first Adam. Is it can't be denied Romans 5:14. OK, Satan's accusation, is 
the Job believes God, But only because there is a hedge around him. So Job has a hedge. God 
has put this protective barrier Job 1:9 through 11, Adam of course also has a hedge, doesn't he? 
He has a garden? God put a protective barrier around Adam. In both cases, Satan is able to 
breach one by permission to attack Job. Does he have permission to attack Adam? Did God give 
him permission to do that? Would they all line up like that? What do you think? Or is Job 
different than Adam? And if Job and Adam, of course correlate, then what happens next if I've 
got Romans 5:14, what am I missing from my little, this messy, writing, I'm missing 
Deuteronomy 18:15 because I know, that these guys are there? Who is Deuteronomy 18:15? 
You all know who Deuteronomy 18:15. That’s Moses so. But I have Job and I have Adam and I 
have Christ. Then I'm gonna have Moses because of Deuteronomy 18:15 and Romans 5:14. This 
connection between Adam and Moses brings us into this discussion with Job. And that makes 
us consider Job 1:12 in Job 2:6 and we should reread those today. So let's do that started show. 
Started Job 1:8 thru 12. OK, “Then the LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered My servant 
Job” again? This is not the first time this conversation has occurred between the two of them, 
even though it may be the first one recorded of them. There's two recorded. I believe they 
were many discussions with God and Satan in front of the angelic host in a courtroom type 
setting. Or if you want to think of it this way. When I was in high school I participated in 
forensics. That does not mean looking at cadavers. That means debate. and so Satan and God 
have these discussions that there is a truth for pretty good audience when she was suspect i 
would suspect that the entire angelic host whenever God and Satan have these kinds of 
discussions is Is present, "Have you considered My servant Job, that there is none like him on 
the earth, a blameless and upright man, one who fears God and shuns evil?" So Satan answered 
the Lord, it says, does God fear? Stop. I can see today that's good. Cool thing about not having 
the broadcast system on me, I get to chew ice. So Satan answered the LORD and said, "Does Job 
fear God for nothing? "Have You not made a hedge around him, around his household, and 
around all that he has on every side? You have blessed the work of his hands, and his 
possessions have increased in the land. "But now, stretch out Your hand and touch all that he 
has, and he will surely curse You to Your face!". Let's go to Job 1:20, “Then Job arose, tore his 
robe, and shaved his head; and he fell to the ground and worshiped. And he said: "Naked I 
came from my mother's womb, And naked shall I return there. The LORD gave, and the LORD 
has taken away; Blessed be the name of the LORD." In all this Job did not sin nor charge God 
with wrong. Job 2:2 through 10, And the Lord said to Satan, this is the second time this we 
discussed this. A little bit last week. Why are there two in Scripture? What's the point? It's 
always a point, “And the LORD said to Satan, "From where do you come?" So Satan answered 
the LORD and said, "From going to and fro on the earth, and from walking back and forth on it." 
Then the LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered My servant Job”, of course, Satan had been 
considering. His servant Job. It's obvious that's why he was going to and fro on the earth one it 
was his Kingdom. Prior to Adam, but Adam has fallen at this point, and so Satan is back in 
charge in some respect, calling the Prince of the Earth now instead of the King. “Then the LORD 
said to Satan, "Have you considered My servant Job, that there is none like him on the earth, a 
blameless and upright man, one who fears God and shuns evil? And still he holds fast to his 
integrity, although you incited Me against him, to destroy him without cause." So Satan 
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answered the LORD and said, "Skin for skin!”, why did you say that? What does he mean, skin 
for skin? “Yes, all that a man has he will give for his life. "But stretch out Your hand now”, so 
again Satan says you do this to him. You hit it, “and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will 
surely curse You to Your face!". Satan's talking about something that I find quite fascinating, 
isn't he? He's talking about the immune system. Talking about. Hit him with disease. And the 
Lord said to Satan, behold, here's this, can I jump on my hardwood floor (jumping noise) This is 
incredible. He is in your hand. But spare his life so there is no permission to kill. You cannot, so 
Satan, and that's important to note. So Satan went out from the presence of the Lord and 
struck Job. So it's not God who struck Job. It's Satan who struck Job with painful boils from the 
soul of his foot to the Crown of his head. How did Satan accomplish that? How did he do it? 
What's being demonstrated here about Satan? He has microbiological capabilities. How long 
has he had them? How did he get them? His intelligence is beyond anything we can imagine. He 
struct Job with boils so the obvious question is where did he get the boils? Where did he get 
the pathogen that causes boils? And Job took for himself potsherd with which to scrape himself 
while he sat in the midst of the ashes. Then his wife said to him, "Do you still hold fast to your 
integrity? What does he? What does she mean by integrity? Do you still hold fast to your 
integrity?  The implication is that you ought not to right? Curse God and die!" But he said to 
her, "You speak as one of the foolish women speaks. Shall we indeed accept good from God, 
and shall we not accept adversity?" In all this Job did not sin with his lips. Now his friends show 
up immediately after this, and they of course accuse Job of being evil. You are being. You are 
sick because you brought it on yourself because of your sin. But remember God says no, he's 
acquitted. the Bible says that in all this Job did not sin with his lips and all of this Job did not sin 
nor charge God with wrong. God says he is acquitted. OK. That, of course, is the backdrop for 
which where we are for the first few pages. Here a lot to deal with. obviously the advice 
counsel of Job's wife is the most interesting is it not I hope it is, Curse God and die, that's what 
she says. Satan was unable to persuade Job in spite of the boils, in spite of all the adversity, the 
death of his children, the death of his servants, the death of his animals, his livestock. He was 
unable to persuade Job to curse God to his face. This is Satan's best work with regard to this 
person Job. Now again, Job connects to Adam. I want to know the tests of Adam. How many 
were there? I’ve asked that question my whole so called career. How many shots did Satan get 
at Adam before he gave up and went after the wife of Adam. Oh look! We have the wife of Job, 
will get to that in a second as well. Ok, many seconds. Satan was unable to get Job to curse God 
to his face but Job's wife, on the other hand, is certainly willing, isn't he? She allied herself. Who 
did she pick in the argument? Who did she argue on behalf of? She argued on the on behalf of 
the Satanic lie. That's what she did. That's a curious development. I hope you recognize that 
more obviously Job’s wife must now be compared alongside who that's right. We have other 
wives here. We have Moses wife. What's her name? That's correct? Zipporah, for those of you 
who Zipporah, I think that’s correct. Over here we have the woman Eve. So right here we have 
Jobs wife. So I have the wife for the Adam, the wife of Job, and I have the wife of Moses. I 
would expect that there will be some kind of relationship. Wouldn't I, Exodus 4:24 through 26 is 
Zipporah. And ultimately, Eve the woman is at Genesis 3:3. So I want to take curse. You still 
hold fast your integrity Curse God and die, I want to compare that. With what Eve says, and 
what Zipporah says, essentially the comparison is. God has said you shall not eat of it, nor 
should you touch it. That's what Eve said. Lest you die. So I had died here. I have died at Job. 
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And God did not say, touch it, did he?  He just said, don't eat it. Touch it all you want. Why 
would they be allowed near it? Because that's the point. The point is what the point is, a 
discussion that was brought up in the angelic realm before man was created. So man has a 
connection to the angelic realm in the sense that he is the response to it. That's not biblically 
sound is not God is outside of time, but the Angels would see man as a response to the issue 
that they have the destruction of the angelic realm with regard to sin. God has said you shall 
not eat of it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die OK, Zipporah said, surely you are a husband of 
blood to me. And Jobs wife, do you still hold fast to your integrity, curse, God and die. Exactly 
what Satan said he would do. The wife is advocating for. Why would she do that? And nothing 
about these three statements are easy. They're all a challenge. Individually you have my 
permission to take the challenge on to bring up, bring a lunch, pack a lunch. But when you, 
when the intent is to evaluate them as a triad, all three. Three pieces of whole where you're 
going to have to dramatically increase your provisionary assessments, you're going to need a lot 
of stuff to get through this. Many commentators begin with Zipporah and Job's wife as, as they 
see that those two are the most in alignment. Your husband of blood, Curse God and die. But if, 
they disregarded Eve, or set her aside usually. Everybody sets aside Eve because they think that 
it is a simple story and that there's no real value there. It just is the way it is. And the church 
today, the contemporary church, especially there is no scholarship anymore. It's all gone and 
died out in the early 1950s, in my view. You see, some in the 1960s, M. R. DeHaan, and Arnold 
Fruchtenbaum obviously, but mostly commentary is become simplified because that's what 
makes money. But you can take Eve outta, you have, Romans 5:14 tells you can't take Eve out, 
so does Deuteronomy 18:15 there altogether as he hope I have made the case for. So again, 
why does Job's wife advocate on behalf of the Lie of Satan? What is the reason or what is the 
reason that Eve says, “Touch it lest you die”. In other words if you just touch it you'll die. Why 
does she say that? Why does this woman, the wife of Jobs say, “Curse, God and die?” Obviously 
she is deceived. Satan has deceived her. The woman is deceived, the woman is to see first. Does  
that sound familiar? 1st Timothy 2:14 and 15. They line right up, don't it? Don't they? She 
believes that Satan is right. She is convinced that Satan is right, just like at least 1/3 of the 
angelic realm. They not only believe Satan was right, but they thought there was no 
accountability of any kind and they all fell with him. I believe that that issue. Satan's premise, if 
you will hypothesis, lie, whatever you wish to believe his proposal. I believe it affected the 
entire angelic realm. But a third of them follow Satan because of it. OK. Need two more ice 
critically important in my off the camera when I've over him. That is too bad. No place to hide. 
Am I off the camera when I'm over here? Oh my gosh. Big problems. I can hide behind, no I 
can’t. I got it all backed up today. Hopefully I'm not disrupting this system when I go back to this 
dry erase board. If it's true, I'll make the adjustment next week, but I won't watch the lecture. 
I'll just read the comments that does the same thing. She's deceived. That's the only logical 
induction here. Satan statement of Job 1:9-11 is believed by Jobs wife that if you take the 
hedge away, everyone will curse you and die. And this is the only logical explanation, and that 
would explain her statement of 2:9. If she believed Satan was right about the hedge. Right 
about the possessions right about the blessing. Satan’s premise again is that Job’s fear of God is 
conditional on the hedge end of blessings in the positions. That's that's the whole argument 
and therefore Job is not something what is he not? If the only way he is in blessing God, it won't 
curse. God is because of what God is giving him with respect to possessions, family, livestock, 
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servants, and this hedge then for the. Job is not a free will being. And Job is not a free will being 
who else is not free will being? Everybody else. And Jobs wife agrees with this and that is 
identical to Eve. That's identical to Eve’s justification of taking of the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil cannot re explain what she did there again at length having I've done that 
numerous times. As you know, a great deal of time spent on what Eve was thinking. So for 
today just begin with the addition of Zipporah to the mixture. Especially. How does Zipporah 
relate to Eve? As well as Lot’s wife, I'm sorry Job’s wife. I realized that what I just done is merely 
introductory. It's a cursory between us. Only want to do most of the time and the weeks to 
come. We shall advance this to the more complicated complex. And all of this is within the 
brackets. This is all of these guys. This is all in here, the bracketed. There within the bracket that 
contains the body of Adam, the body of Moses in body. But the body, body, body. Body Adam, 
Body Moses, the Body of Christ, Job’s wife, and Job are all inside that bracket. That discussion. 
And all of the and what's within the back brackets ends up refuting Satan’s premise of Job 1:9 
through 11. At some point I hope to make that clear. Now where should we be off to next? That 
was fun inside to find fun. I have not said, “By The Way”, for a long time. So it builds up inside 
of me. To vomit out, By The Way. OK, before, let's see I should interject before we leave for 
only today. Job, there are two wondrous wondrous promises in Scripture. Some might insist is 
only one I said I subscribe to the that there are two. Two fantastic, wonderful promises. One of 
those is the continuity of the soul, which means the soul is not extinguished by physical death 
because it is not a physical system. Physical system cannot impact and non physical structure, 
soul, spirit, mind, memory, personhood. Call you whatever word you want to use. One of those 
promises that continues is not extinguishable, it is eternal. The other one is the resurrection of 
the body. Please repeat this repeat one. there are two fantastic promises in the bible made by 
christ one is the continuity of the soul which cannot be extinguished it is your personhood you 
are a person that has a body, you are not a body that has a person. That the body contains no 
personhood at all, just a manifestation physically of the mind. The mind continues post death 
death count impacted because death is a physical process. The mind is not physical. It's never 
been physical, never will be physical. It does not emerge from the physical nature of the body. 
It is something that is given to us. It is the breath of the spirit of life. Ok, the other great 
promise by Christ is the resurrection of the body. Those two fit together, continuity the soul 
resurrection of the body. These are warranties and Christ is the warrantor. He specifically 
guarantees that our personhood continues again after the physical death of the bodies 
ourselves of memories. All our information so go ahead and spent some time with black holes 
in information theory, or what they called the Black Hole Wars. I think you find that interesting. 
I can't remember the name. I believe it is Suskin against Hawkins there and pretty sure that 
that's correct. Hawkins does not prevail. All the information of our being resides in the soul, the 
spirit, the mind, which is unaffected by a physical death system, or our physical death process. 
So that is the continuity. Also, the body is going to be found. Most of the bodies over history 
have had what happened to them disintegration that gone completely to dust. They will be 
found. Christ will find them, that’s his promise of the resurrection. He will resurrect all of the 
bodies of all of the beings that he deems to resurrect. That is not just human, he will resurrect 
them all. He is able to do it and he is willing to do it. Those are two components of him that are 
incredibly important. He will resurrect, he knows where the body is. He knows how to resurrect 
it and he will. What's at stake is not the resurrection in the continuity. What stake all are 
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resurrected, even to once you choose not to be believers, the destination, the destiny is that 
that's going to be determined by all at trial, either The Judgment Seat of Christ or The Great 
White Throne Judgment, and many will have chosen to reject Christ. I have forgot to set up my. 
clock. What time did we start? You have 5 minutes before I give you your 10 minutes. OK, I 
gotta hurry now. Many will have chosen to reject Christ, they will not believe him what he says, 
He says that I am the resurrection and I am the one who provides continuity of the soul. He says 
that John 11:25, 8:12, they do not believe him when he says that and they do not believe in him 
which means they do not think he is The Creator God. If you not believe that he is The Light of 
Life. But for those who do believe him, they will be given eternal life is Christ defines eternal life 
and those who refuse his gift of life will receive the alternative. And that is the second death as 
he defines the second death, which is a separation from him. There is still continuity. There is 
still eternity, but there is separation and that he calls the second death. Protest, Mankind’s 
definitions are not the same as gods definitions, most of the time. Be wary of including popular 
cultures. Even the popular churches definitions of your theological tenants. Where was I OK? 
Last Sunday I said a couple of things scientists microbiologists cannot even explain one living 
cell. They can't explain it. And that's true. They cannot define life at all. They've never been able 
to define life. They never will be able to answer the question. What is life? You can ask about all 
day long. They will ignore you until you get into another class. You're not welcome here. We 
don't ask that question here. And that's discussed in Scripture. Isn't the scripture actually brings 
up this issue of defining life? What is life? Exodus 8:16 through 19. That's how? Which plague is 
that? That's correct. That's the third plague. The dust of the land became lice. Lice are alive. 
Asking the school nurse. He made life come out of dust and what did the scientists excuse me, 
the magicians our excuse me, the scientists at the time say? When they were seeing this dust 
become lice. Lice covered everything. The dust became lice so much lice they couldn't 
understand it. You couldn't understand the magnitude of it, how much lice that? The scientists 
at the time Exodus 8:19, could not make lice from dust. They were trying. They kept trying. 
They thought they could do it. We can make lice from dust. We can do this. No they couldn't 
and they gave up. There you go. There are the precursors of modern day scientists. And what 
did they say to the Pharaoh? They said this is the finger of God John 8:6 only God can create 
life. That's what they said John 8:6. And yes, John 8:6 is correct. See also Daniel 5, the finger of 
God. So. You see there's no such thing as a simple living cell. The phrase simple living cell is 
oxymoronic. Living cells have life and they have reproductive capacity. Two things; Life and 
Reproductive Capacity. Consider the mathematics of having life and having reproductive 
capacity. I could digress at rant here. I'm known for my mature restraint. No one laughed, 
someone starting to laugh. So I'm not going to refer to those who constantly repeat this phrase. 
Simple living cells as idiots. I won't do it. I will think that they’re idiots, I just won't say that 
they’re idiots out loud. Not wanting to diminish my reputation for cultured elegant gentility. 
There are some in the audience, of which there's only two for disagreeing with my assessment. 
In my description of myself, it is quite common. For many to say that Chronister that Chronister 
Fellow is cosmopolitan. Common and many and quite or all relative terms, subject to 
mathematical reinterpretation. There is no zero probabilities. But zero is not a number. Zero is 
a concept. Just saying that somebody will understand what I meant. Anyway, the monistic 
atheistic physicalist redundancy alert. Monistic atheistic physicalists. Believe it is a given that 
everything in the universe reduces to particles. So obviously there's a descendant question 
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from that when they say everything in the universe is reducible to particles, we have a question 
that rises up and wops ya upside the head. Namely, what do you say to that? I've been in these 
classes, as a young man, everything is reducible to particles, and then somebody, somewhere, 
every time, mostly will know what to do. Same thing as in the Biological Sciences. Question will 
come out, what is a particle? Isn't this fun? The theoretical physical community hates that 
question. They hate it as much as the Biological Sciences. Hate what is life? I'm saying define life 
don't describe life. Define a particle. Don't describe a particle. Define life, big difference 
between described and defined particles are said to be fundamentals or collapse 
wavefunctions. We did interferometry in many years ago and nobody remembers it. But very 
important interferometry because it gives you collapsed wave functions into particles. But no 
one knows what collapsed wavefunction really means. They'll say they do, but they don't, 
there's no agreement as to what a particle is in the physics community. Within the 
conglomerate that is the theoretical physics arena, unification and physics are ships passing in 
the fog night. In other words, in on a dark that they're in a fog at the same time they don't hit. 
There's no unification in physics at this point, and I don’t expect there will be, there's separate 
concepts that never meet. I of course I'm very pleased with the problem. The definition 
problem. The inability of mankind defined the creation either physically or biologically add i 
submit it for many many years that this should have been anticipated it should have been 
obvious just read Max Planck read Vanna Heisenberg both saw this coming. But you're not 
going to be able to describe what we are or not be able to define. What we are describing. Isaac 
Newton saw it coming. Today you will find particles defined as representations of groups. That's 
how they define a particle. A representation of a group. Symmetry groups, they say that 
certainly clears everything up doesn't. Symmetry groups or mathematical matrices or rotational 
transformations you got it?  Say yes, say thanks to the H.T.R.P. If you want to think of it this way 
for today, there saying particles are shifts in direction, shifts in time shifts and rotation or spin 
cycles. We've decided that particles and washing machines have some kind of relationship, but 
the representation is not the particle. Representation of Symmetry Groups of mathematical 
matrices is not the particle. Once again, it's the attempt by the scientific community, the 
magicians, if you will. To just merely describe the behavior of the particle, we can do that pretty 
good. Not great. But we do it and lights are on. We can describe the behavior of the particle, 
but we cannot describe or define the particle and then add the force of gravity. This is why I 
love gravity so much as well. Another phenomenon that mankind cannot explain will not 
explain, Ever! Let me set this now aside for what? For now we can wild cheering. Go ahead. he's 
going to stop but we're going to come back to it and how you can groan. Muttering it's located 
moderately given the subject. Make him stop that shouted by the dozens of who are still 
listening. Hopefully they’re dozens, there might only be a dozen by now. OK. That's I know you 
don't think it's important, but I want you to know it's important because you have children to 
raise. I got a series of questions this week on the motives of Satan. Framed this way, I got 
exposed to ask the questions. One was six and one was four. And Terry knows who they are, 
first question, Does Satan want God to die? No. Satan does not want God to die, that's not part 
of what he's trying to do. That is obviously proved that the crucifixion isn't it? Because they 
threw, Judas and Satan through the 30 pieces of silver back to try to stop the crucifixion. So 
they do not want God to die. Satan, Ezekiel 28:12, is full to the brim. That's what that word 
means. He is overflowing with wisdom. No other being is described like him. It is a created 
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being. Satan knows that he was created by God. And if God were to die. Well then everything 
would die, including Satan. And by death I mean see cessation of existence. Satan is not stupid, 
they used to be displayed or portrait is stupid. God is life itself and not subject to death. And so 
there is no possibility that God would die and Satan understands that. Is Satan Ugly? Was the 
second question. Does Satan have horns was part of that. No. Satan is perfect, and beauty. 
Ezekiel 28:12 his beauty is perfect. 28:17 he's incredibly beautiful once again Hollywood are 
Idiots, I should not call them idiots, it is not genteel, not cosmopolitan nonetheless they are 
idiots. Never take it theology from the media, ever. If there is no one without wisdom more so 
than the media of this country. They are as unwise as they possibly could get. I thought, but 
they're going to get more unwise Romans says so. OK. Hollywood is clueless is a redundance. 
Why is Satan evil? This is the best of the three. How come it is the best of the three? I did 
cleverly did not give you the clue there. It is that it is the best of the three because it is why it is 
the why questioned why questions are always have primacy to repeat Satan presents that 
freewill existence again. Redundancy alert. You can't have free will without existence. They are 
interconnected. They can't be separable. Freewill existence can only be revealed by cursing God 
to his face, Job 1, Job 2. In other words, choosing evil is the only free choice that Satan's basic 
fundamental. Now there's more to it than just that, and this is a lie, and Satan knows it's a lie. 
He's filled with wisdom. There's great irony at play here. But Satan is a deceiver. He's able to 
deceive people, and beings. Some of that deception has been resolved. But nonetheless they 
still follow him. They know it's a lie, and they still follow him knowing it's a lie. Why do they do 
that? But anyway. Satan is and has been unable to resolve or even to conceive, the solution to 
sin and free will. An evil and good. He could not conceive of a solution. That is what Matthew 4, 
Luke 4, Genesis 15 are all about is the solution to this issue. That is an angelic genesis or has an 
angelic foundation of origin. Satan eventually realized the solution. Is a person. The God man, 
as you know, Matthew 4 and I have long said that Satan views God's love 2nd Peter 3:9 through 
10, the Lord is longsuffering towards us, not willing that any should perish, but all should come 
to repentance as he sees that as the number one if you will, the the prime weakness of God. 
God's love is therefore the flaw to Satan. The frailty the failing of God is his love in the eyes of 
Satan, stated succinctly, God so loves his created. He will redeem all of them irrespective of 
their hatred for their creator, that's Satan’s, fundament. God's not gonna do this because his 
love will overpower his justice, His Holiness. And again that is an Omnipotent, Omnipotent 
collision. And that is unsolvable, but it is demonstrated to be solvable that Matthew 4, Luke 4, 
in Genesis 15 and Matthew 26. That's the Cup. OK. So think of it this way, this is probably the 
best analogy I have. You have a beloved. I see you have a let's take the dog. You have a beloved 
dog, he loves you, you love the dog. Somebody has the dog, takes tapes with the dog to them. 
Our child, husband, wife, and jumps in and trying to drown both of them. Themselves and all, 
and the only way you can save the dog is to save the evil person. Would you do? Well, he says 
that's how. Gods, that's the conundrum. He's put front of God. It's not a very good analogy. I'll 
clean it up next week. We have the father who mourns for the loss who groans. Christ groaned 
him, and he’s greatly, deeply saddened. John 11:33 through 35. A weeps for the lost, he weeps 
for Israel that is lost. Will he relent? Will he set aside his justice? His Holiness in order, and he 
does. He would have to set aside His Holiness of expected on that in a minute in order to save. 
That who he groans and moans and weeps for, we will hear. Satan has accumulated indirectly 
and directly a mass of people and magnitude. We can't imagine who will will willfully curse God, 
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curse Christ to his face. That's what they will do. Will Jesus save them? Is the question if 
universalism is true and there are many universalists in a Christian church, they believe it is true 
and all are saved. Mormonism, for example, Terry, you would know that it's not who is saved is 
how close they are to the life of Christ, and they don't even believe Christ is God Center of the 
mind. If universalism is true, then Satan and his demons must be included in Salvation. Does 
that make sense? Because everybody says bold, all human needs are going to be saved, but 
they forget. But there's another element here. There's another aspect. There's another entity, 
that's the angelic entity. Will they be saved? If all are all humanity is saved, then all of enjoying 
the angelic realm will be. The host will be saved, Satan, his demons must be included. Psalm 
10:6-10, Psalm 10:11, Psalm 10:13. That declaration there will be proven to be true. I got you. 
and that declaration is which is the wicked will never face judgment never face adversity will 
never be tried they'll never be judged accountability is a threat but it's not a reality that is 
something that Satan says constantly again Psalm 10 really lays it up beautifully and god God, 
therefore, will not provide justice in His Holiness is affected if he doesn't provide justice, think 
that through without me today. Genesis 3:4 will prevail then, but Satan says it, 3:4 will actually 
prevail. God will be accused of sin of lying. It's a failing. And this is, you know, is why Michael 
does not rebuke Satan at Jude 9 because he doesn't know how to. He says, the Lord knows how 
to counter you, not me. Michael did not have the wisdom to counter this attack, if you will, this 
accusation. The mystery of Godliness was not revealed until the cross. And what did Satan was? 
How did he respond to that that God dies? How did he respond to that? It is a curse, God, and 
die. It's Curse God and God dies. Satan, as predicted by the Pharaoh cause the Pharaoh is a 
picture of the Antichrist and therefore Satan. Because the two are one. Add Satan and Judas is, 
you know, I believe. And the Pharaoh, once he knew that God, he even says this is God that 
magicians, the scientist, said this is God. And Pharaoh did what he hardened himself, knowing 
that it was God. Satan sees the crucifixion and hardens himself anyway. OK, still really gotta go 
fat. Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathea, the burial spices, Nicodemus and Joseph, knew the body 
of the Holy Thing, the Holy One, the indescribable, the undescribable. Which is why he is the 
holy thing. You can't describe him as anything but a holy thing. There's no description for him. 
That's the same as manna, as I said, that's the same as the living cell can't be described can he? 
That's the same as particles can't be described. That's the same as gravity. See wave function 
could collapse his observation. There's no description for any of this. Who did it? The 
undescribable one. The indescribable. Did really fast, who tied the colt? This is a. There's a. 
There's a female donkey, I don’t know what ya call it, and a colt, tied. Who tied it? Did 
Nicodemus tie the colt and the donkey? Mark 11:1 through 5 the Lord God of Creation has need 
of it. Who's the man with the pitcher of water, Luke 22:10? I'm gonna tell ya that’s Joseph and 
Nicodemus, that's who they are. They're working over here, yeah? And Christ makes it clear, 
I’ve got you apostles over here, and I've got others. And two of those others are clearly 
Nicodemus and Joseph everything. I'm obviously again proposing the Nicodemus and Joseph 
are acting on the orders of Christ that they had access to them and he's giving them 
assignments that were unbelievable because they had figured something out that no one else 
figured out, they knew what the burial spices were really for. They weren't for burial at all, and 
they knew that, so he gave them other assignments, tie up the Donkey and Colt carry the 
pitcher of water, we will leave that for the next week. They knew Psalm 16:10. They knew the 
holy thing that was Christ could not decay, could not putrefy and the body could not go to 
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corruption and therefore they knew that the wrapping of the body of Christ had a higher 
meaning. It would testify of a great truth of Christ. I said previously that Psalm 16:10 is the 
scripture in which John refers to 29. He says John and Peter came into the tomb and saw the 
grave clothes in the face plot, but they didn't know Psalm 16:10 yet. They didn't know the 
scripture that the Holy thing could not go into corruption. They were expecting a decayed body. 
There's no decayed body and didn't know the scripture. Obviously, Nicodemus and Joseph had 
been instructed to wrap Christ body as though. And though there are no zero probabilities, it's 
most likely that Nicodemus and Joseph were told why they would know why. They knew that it 
couldn't. He couldn't go to corruption, but he told him to write the wrap the body anyway, and 
they came with the burial spices before the women even thought about it. Once again, the 
women are way behind. Nicodemus is the teacher of Israel John 3:10 he would know Psalm 
16:10, no doubt my mind that he knew it and so why did Christ include the wrapping of his 
uncorruptible body in his resurrection process? The wrappings cannot be attached to decay and 
are to smell. There was no decay, there was no smell. So what remains then? Lazarus provides 
some information, as you should suspect, Lazarus is wrapped and he's gotta be unwrapped. 
Who unwrapped him? Probably the ones who wrapped him in the first place. So the wrappers 
had to unwrap Lazarus because Lazarus had to be unwrapped. Jesus Christ unwrapped himself. 
And that's where you start and why Nicodemus and Joseph wrapped him. They wanted to do it 
right? They didn't trust those women. We gotta wrap it. There's a specific way he needs to be 
wrapped. Everybody's got know. That's where you start. 65 pounds of material, some say 100 
pounds of material. What is the conveyed message? The meaning something is hidden here and 
it is tied to Psalm 16:10 asking why it is that Christ body cannot decompose another central 
question. It's a great question question. It's alive question. Always ask why questions revert 
yourself to stage six and it's 4. OK, cleaning up some items from earlier lectures, why do we 
have an immune response system and immune defense network specifically designed and 
installed to protect the body from outside pathogens? Why do we have that? Well, I might 
suggest this. The answer is attached to Genesis 1:2, that's why. It’s also Genesis 1:4 the Earth 
was without form and void, and darkness had prevailed on the face of the deep, and the 
immune system is likewise assisted conjoined to 1:4 God divided the darkness from the light. 
There's your reason we have an immune system, got it? Wanna quit now? Why did God permit 
1/2 of the darkness to continue? Cause he couldn't stop all the darkness. But he didn’t, he kept 
half the darkness. Why do you keep half the darkness? I won't ask you who is the one, ask what 
is the darkness I'm going to ask who is the darkness? Why did he allow those to remain in 
darkness? Because God is, that's 2nd Peter 3:9-10, God is long suffering and not willing that any 
should perish. This is the love of God. Satan thinks is a weakness, the weakness. Long suffering 
is a time reference. As you know God throughout its time. That's why the sun and the moon, 
the great Clock down o'clock down countdown Clock, the ending of the Seas. He ends the seas. 
Revelation 21:1. His finally ending in Moses. His body was hidden by God and no other person. 
Has this ever been said of, Michael contends with Satan over the body of Moses and no other 
person has this been said. I believe in my most humbly of all humbly opinions, that Moses, who 
spent time with God face to face. There's not there has not arisen in Israel. Prophet like Moses, 
holy Lord, new face to face. Deuteronomy 34:10. Moses obviously asked the Lord about his 
own death. I know he did and I think the God told him about his death and I have. I have the 
apostle Johns death and I had the apostles death at the end of the book of John to back me up 
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here. Some say the Apostle John’s death is this mysterious Moses that question? It's really 
really something else. No time left to discuss them with that open, let's say. Repeat the apostles 
had No Fear of death, nor did Moses, nor did Aaron, nor did Elisha. Just to name three anyway, 
Moses his body had to be hidden. Why yeah why question again? Whose he hiding it from? 
Obviously, hiding it from Satan, cause Satan is fighting for it. Satan obviously attempted to deny 
the hiding of the body of Moses. He wanted to prevent that. Next, easy question. Had Satan 
been successful in getting the body of Moses from Michael with Satan had hidden the body of 
Moses? Most people think he would go on display it, tried in try to get inside of it. Try to 
become Moses lead Israel astray. That's very common. So that means the body could not have 
gone to corruption. As I said last week. God intended to set aside Moses his body for some 
future purpose. Satan must have figured out. That there was some future purpose. We have 
the first coming of Moses. Therefore we must have what the second coming of Moses and 
Moses is a type of Christ and per Deuteronomy 18:15 I have two comings of Christ I would 
have. two comings of Christ I would have two comings and Moses for second coming of Moses. 
That's how you answer that question. OK. End Transcription @16:57 11.28.2020 
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